Measuring discursive influence across scholarship
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Assessing scholarly influence is critical for understanding the collective system of scholarship and the history of academic inquiry. Influence is multifaceted, and citations reveal only part of it. Citation counts exhibit preferential attachment and follow a rigid “news cycle” that can miss sustained and indirect forms of influence. Building on dynamic topic models that track distributional shifts in discourse over time, we introduce a variant that incorporates features, such as authorship, affiliation, and publication venue, to assess how these contexts interact with content to shape future scholarship. We perform in-depth analyses on collections of physics research (500,000 abstracts; 102 years) and scholarship generally (JSTOR repository: 2 million full-text articles; 130 years). Our measure of document influence helps predict citations and shows how outcomes, such as winning a Nobel Prize or affiliation with a highly ranked institution, boost influence. Analysis of citations alongside discursive influence reveals that citations tend to credit authors who persist in their fields over time and discount credit for works that are influential over many topics or are “ahead of their time.” In this way, our measures provide a way to acknowledge diverse contributions that take longer and travel farther to achieve scholarly appreciation, enabling us to correct citation biases and enhance sensitivity to the full spectrum of scholarly impact.

Significance
Scientific and scholarly influence is multifaceted, shifts over time, and varies across disciplines. We present a dynamic topic model to credit documents with influence that shapes future discourse based on their content and contextual features. We trace discursive innovation in scholarship and identify the influence of particular articles along with their authors, affiliations, and journals. In collections of science, social science, and humanities research spanning over a century, our measure helps predict citations and reveals signals that recognize authors who make diverse contributions and whose contributions take longer to be appreciated, allowing us to compensate for bias in citation behavior.
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influence model (DIM) (22). In the DIM, documents receive a score based on how they change future topics, but the model offers no mechanism to explain the composition of influence. Our variant offers such an explanation by explicitly modeling document-level covariates alongside content. This allows for comparing different kinds of authors, institutions, and publication venues for each topic individually. We affirm the value of such features, as they help predict citations in a widely studied corpus of computational linguistics research (23). We also introduce a mechanism to assess a document’s contribution over time by simulating future discourse without it. This dynamic measure of contribution helps address the limited scope of citations and provide a composite understanding of scholarly influence.

Robust Model of Influence

We consider a document to be influential to the extent that it affects future discourse. Probabilistic topic models enable the analysis of such discourse in large text collections (24–26). Topics \( \{k_0, \ldots, k_T\} \) are discovered from lexical co-occurrence in a set of documents and refer to probability distributions over observed words, the most likely of which typify a topic (27). In time-ordered texts, dynamic topic models derive topics from documents binned into periods \( \{t_0, \ldots, t_T\} \), allowing topics to change over time (20). Each document is fit with a document–topic mixture, \( \theta_d \), and each word is fit with a topic assignment \( z_{d,k} \in [0,1] \) over the vocabulary \( N \). The first (and only) model to explicitly measure how individual documents change future topics is the DIM (22). DIM learns document influence in a topic, \( \ell_{d,k} \), based on how it changes future topics but does not explain its composition.

Topic models have proven effective for analyzing scientific literature (21, 28, 29), although they make assumptions about the data. In particular, such models assume that a specified number of topics are present throughout. Statistically, words are assigned to topics as those topics semantically shift from “background” topics (composed of collection-wide words) to specific, coherent topics. Choosing the number of topics, \( K \), is important and has empirical implications, but it can be interpreted as the number of retained discursive dimensions (27, 30). Choosing the number of topics was done in a theoretically motivated, data-driven fashion using static models of the same data fit with many topics to identify a reasonable threshold for how many topics the data used (SI Appendix). This approach approximates a Bayesian nonparametric search over possible numbers of topics (31, 32) and allows us to discover the topic complexity for each corpus.

Our variant adds an important explanatory mechanism to establish how influence arises. By incorporating a latent regression on document covariates, the model estimates the marginal effect of authorship, institution, and journal on influence. Although a modest technical innovation, this enables robust explanations of discursive influence and its origins. A document’s influence in a particular topic, \( \ell_{d,k} \), is a product of its content and its interaction with associated contexts traced in article metadata. The coefficients that solve the latent regression, denoted \( \psi_k \), offer estimates of how covariates add or detract from influence in each topic. As we will see, this opens a range of insights into how scholarly influence unfolds.

Results

The model produces three important results: (i) topics (word mixtures over time, \( \beta_{t,k} \) and topic mixtures within documents, \( \theta_t \)), (ii) variational estimates of influence (\( \ell_{d,k} \)), and (iii) estimated marginal effects of covariates on influence (\( \hat{\mu}_k \)). A corpus of computational linguistics research (Association for Computational Linguistics Anthology Reference Corpus; ACL-ARC) (23) was used to compare our variant with DIM. Despite the additional complexity, our model performed comparably with DIM in terms of convergence in the likelihood bound and perplexity. Estimates of influence in DIM correlated with citation counts: \( \rho = 0.22 \) (\( K = 10 \)), \( \rho = 0.21 \) (\( K = 20 \)), and \( \rho = 0.21 \) (\( K = 50 \)), and \( \rho = 0.18 \) (\( K = 75 \)). Our variant yielded significantly stronger and substantially larger correlations: \( \rho = 0.28 \) (\( K = 10 \)), \( \rho = 0.27 \) (\( K = 20 \)), \( \rho = 0.23 \) (\( K = 50 \)), and \( \rho = 0.22 \) (\( K = 75 \); Fisher \( z \) transform; all \( p < 0.01 \)). This confirms that the exogenous features captured by our model have an observable effect on predicting citations. Furthermore, modeling these additional features adds explanation to our notion of discursive influence.

Influence in Physics. A collection of research published by the American Physical Society (APS) was used to estimate a static 500-topic model, discover an optimal 37-topic solution, and then, fit our 37-topic dynamic influence model. The APS collection provides a rich citation environment, where 90% of documents in the sample were cited by other APS publications. Most of the resulting topics typify subfields and allow us to trace the emergence of modern concepts in physics (SI Appendix). We found that document influence (\( f_d \)) (Eq. 8) correlated with citation counts, \( c_{d,t} \), at \( \rho = 0.32 \) (\( p < 0.01 \)). Some anecdotal results affirm that discursive innovations are meaningful and substantive. For example, specialization is traced by authors’ outsized marginal influence in a few, related topics (Fig. 1A). Ed Witten has driven advances in cosmology and string theory, Arno Penzias’ radio telescope contributed greatly to understanding the big bang and the development of new cosmological theories, and Philip Anderson cofounded spin-glasses as a model of magnetic phase transitions. Witten’s byline lends a positive effect for influence in cosmology-related topics as does Penzias’ byline in detectors and atomic physics and Anderson’s byline in lattice quantum chromodynamics and superconductors among others. Nobel Laureates, overall, have a significantly more positive effect on their document’s influence than those without a Nobel (Fig. 1D).

Discursive influence provides a way to measure impact. Fig. 2 lays out four kinds of papers based on their relative discursive influence and citation count. Each quadrant is characterized by high–low bins. Empirically, we define these quadrants relative to median influence and number of citations. Papers in the high/high and low/low quadrants participate in the standard scientific cycle of credit, whereas discursive contributions are cited by future work. Here, the signals from citations and discursive influence substitute for one another, with neither adding much information to the assessment of impact.

Papers in the off-diagonal quadrants, however, adhere less clearly to this pattern. Citations and discourse here constitute complementary signals in at least three ways. First, citations exhibit preferential attachment, favoring authors who persist in narrow subfields of science, whereas discourse identifies greater influence for itinerant scientists whose careers span diverse topics. Second, citations tend to follow a skewed, log-normal distribution over time with rapid uptake followed by a diminishing tail of attention. As such, citation patterns favor articles that receive most of their references within this scientific news cycle. Document influence, however, credits papers that are enduringly influential as well as so-called “sleeping beauty” (SB) papers, which experience a delay before discovery and tend to have high document influence (Fig. 1C). Third, citations uniquely capture nondiscursive contributions, like the provision of new data or critiques, whereas influence captures both direct and indirect innovations.

We propose that scientists and scholars experience professional pressure to cite touchstone works of authors with an established presence in their field. Authors who contribute to more diverse topics post high discursive influence but are less likely to receive high citations. We measure author establishment through persistence (Eq. 11), calculated as the inverse entropy of authors’ sum of document–topic mixtures, scaled by their prolificness. Author persistence correlates with their most cited papers (\( \hat{\rho} = 0.57, p < 0.01 \)), much more than with the same author’s most influential paper (\( \hat{\rho} = 0.34, p < 0.01 \)). More persistent authors receive more citations, but on average have less influential documents (Fig. 1B). Authors who remain productive in a narrow range of topics are more likely to have a highly cited paper than if they make more scattered contributions. Papers in
the high citation/low influence bin include those from authors whose papers one “must cite,” a self-reinforcing process where papers by persistent authors become required scholarly boundary markers. Authors of papers in this region are more persistent than those in any other quadrant (SI Appendix, Fig. S15). Conversely, papers in the low-citations/high-influence bin disproportionately credit itinerant authors who contribute to many fields. We find that norms of citation encourage attention to recent work. We evaluate this by examining how articles make dynamic contributions to discourse over time. Although document influence is a static attribute representing a paper’s effect on overall discourse, sometimes this influence occurs immediately, while in other cases, it takes time to foment. To establish the dynamics of discursive impact, we measure a document’s topic contribution by estimating how different future topics would have been without it (Eq. 10). Fig. 3 illustrates this dynamic contribution for two different kinds of SB papers. Felix Bloch’s 1946 “Nuclear induction” (33) is typical in that it had a small impact on most topics but a sizeable one on a few. It is also typical in that it received a spike of citations shortly after publication, which then began to decay. Near the turn of the century, we see a significant spike in both the article’s citations and its contribution of the Hall effect to the condensed matter physics topic. This is when transistors in microchips became small enough to be affected by the quantum Hall effect and the nuclear magnetic moments described by Bloch. A second paper, the top cited in our sample from 1947, is a “pure” SB, which garnered relatively few citations until a sudden spike in 2004. Philip Wallace’s “The band theory of graphite” (34) described the structure of graphene, which at the time, was only observable on an iron film. Theoretically, graphene was exceptionally strong and “growable” in a block structure, but the technology to characterize and isolate it without a substrate was not discovered until 2004, which was awarded the 2010 Nobel Prize in Physics. Wallace’s paper (34) contributed modestly to most topics and significantly to a few, but in 2001, its contribution to the materials topic jumps significantly.

With a sample of 500 articles from each percentile of document influence, we assessed the variance and half-life of citations compared with topic contribution. Half-life is the number of time steps after which the score is one-half what it was initially. Documents in higher percentiles of influence have longer half-lives, and in every percentile, citations have lower variance and shorter half-lives than topic contribution (SI Appendix). This suggests a conventional “statute of limitations” through which scholars no longer need to cite older articles with persistent influence, possibly because those ideas have entered popular consciousness or because their original authors are no longer around to claim them. Other articles defy the scientific news cycle not because they are persistently influential, but because they garner little attention for a long period before a spike of citation attention, not unlike Wallace’s paper (34) discussed above. The SB index (35) identifies such articles as a function of the convexity and time-to-maximum citations over time. An article that is dormant for a long time, after which it suddenly receives a burst of citations, has a high SB score, whereas the typical article, which receives a burst of citations on publication that decay thereafter, receives a low score. SB scores correlated four times more strongly with document influence ($r = 0.20$, $p < 0.01$) than with citations ($r = 0.05$, $p < 0.01$), suggesting that papers ahead of their time nevertheless receive fewer citations than their influence would predict. Such high-influence/low-citation articles violate the standard influence trajectory.

Finally, high citation/low influence papers contain important nontextual features, while high-influence/low-citation papers tend to have influence that may not be credited in citations. For example, the most cited paper in the ACL-ARC collection introduced the Penn Treebank (36), an important resource that accelerated research in parsing. Nevertheless, it was the resource and...
articles that receive citations from distant work have a higher ratio of influence to citations than works of more local interest. This suggests that the citation statute of limitations illustrated above may operate in not only time but also scientific space, releasing scholars from the obligation to cite influential work that is sufficiently old or topically distant from the influenced work, where the originating authors are not present to claim them.

Predicting citations is notoriously difficult (15, 17), in part because many papers are never cited. Looking at which papers receive any citations (29% in JSTOR), more influential papers were more likely to be cited outright (Fig. 4/4). Document influence is also predictive in citation models: a logit model predicting citedness with document influence and publication date, \( \text{Id} \), of the form \( C_d > 0 \sim \text{Id} \times I_d + 1 \) estimated a strong positive effect for document influence \( \beta (\text{Id}) = 0.42, P > |z| = 0.000 \). Influence also helps predict actual citation counts. Using logistic link negative binomial regressions of the same form as above, the fully specified model estimated similar effects with \( \beta (\text{Id}) = 0.33 \) (SI Appendix). Similar models fit to each topic produced comparable results. We also found topicwise variation in how citation is related to influence for authors. Authors' marginal impact on their documents' influence was more strongly correlated with their citation counts \( \beta (\text{Auth} \times C_{\text{Auth}}) \) in humanities and social sciences (e.g., philosophy, literary theory, and education topics). In mathematical and natural science fields (e.g., cell biology, physical chemistry, and various statistics topics), the correlation was considerably weaker and in many cases, nonexistent (SI Appendix, Table S7). This suggests that authors in “narratively” driven areas are much more likely to have citations conferred on them for having influenced the total flow of discourse than authors from empirical and formal fields, who may be more likely credited for more specific contributions.

The relationship between influence and citations in JSTOR is topic-specific, but some documents contribute to a variety of topics. We sampled some of the most cited documents in each percentile of the influence distribution that were published after the burn-in cutoff (1930 for JSTOR) (SI Appendix, Fig. S9). In the lowest percentile, the top-cited document was 1939’s “A system for marking turtles for future identification” by Fred R. Cagle (37). The paper, which lives up to its title, remains highly cited in ecology and zoology research. By explaining a technique, “A system for marking turtles for future identification” offers little in the way of topic contribution: 9 topics were significantly changed by its publication, while the remaining 44 go unchanged. Cagle’s
paper (37) typifies low-influence/high-citation papers that make technical offerings adopted by future research, but that do not incite discursive shifts. In the 50th percentile, 1965’s “Population fluctuations and clutch-size in the great tit” by C. M. Perrins (38) was the most cited (504 times within sample). Perrins’ discursive contribution is spread over a range of topics and time. It immediately shifted discourse in biology- and ecology-related topics, fields where it continues to be cited today as a landmark paper. After publication, topics in statistics, group behavior, sexual health, medicine, and psychology adopted some of the conceptual terminology and remained changed to the end of the corpus. These contributions owe much to Perrin’s use of terms about population dynamics, movement, recreation, and individual variation. Finally, the highest cited paper in the 90th percentile of influence was Sam Peltzman’s 1976 “Toward a more general theory of regulation,” (39) which had an influence +3.5 SD above the mean and 701 citations. Recall that influence is a latent variable fit within the model, while contribution is a post hoc estimate of how different topics would have been without a given document. Peltzman’s 1976 paper (39) has a typical contribution profile—significantly influencing a few topics but only slightly altering most—although it sits near the top of the influence distribution. This is because much of its influence was derived extrinsically: it was published by an eminent researcher (who in 2013, Wired magazine listed as 1 of 28 top scientists with doctoral degrees in physics) in the high-impact Journal of Law and Economics, and it was published by the University of Chicago Press, a leading publisher of economics research. “Toward a more general theory of regulation” exemplifies a configuration to which many researchers can relate: good papers are often made more so with contextual boosts, like authorship, venue, and publisher.

Discussion

Our measure of influence tracks changes in future discourse and explicitly identifies the content and context of previous documents that affect these discursive shifts. Document influence provides a direct measure of impact that allows us to disentangle many dimensions of influence across domains of science and scholarship. The model also estimates lasting contributions to topics over time and helps discover influential but underused work. Our measures not only help predict citations better than previous similar models, but they provide an explanation of what drives influence. Most importantly, the model reveals how discursive innovations are adopted and credited. Alongside citations, discursive influence brings us closer toward a full-spectrum estimate of scholarly impact.

Assessing scholarly influence is a retrospective task, and it can be distorted by conflating citations with impact. Not only does our method enable previously impossible analyses of discursive influence, it could help authors decide what to cite and why. On the one hand, citations provide a simplified, censored, and synoptic trace of acknowledged influence—an important trace of impact. On the other hand, contributing change to scholarly discourse is another measurable kind of influence that can be explained over time, across individual subjects, and with respect to authors, institutions, and publication venues, all of which contribute to the complex evolution of scholarship.

Materials and Methods

The APS collection contains 509,007 abstracts from 1913 to 2015 coded with type (article, review, commentary, etc.), journal, authors, and their institutional affiliations. To avoid spurious metadata, only papers with an author found twice and an affiliation that occurred three times were retained. This resulted in 74,459 covariates, τ, over 251,382 documents dating from 1918 to 2015. Stop words, infrequent words, and statistically uninteresting words (by term frequency–inverse document frequency) were discarded. The final vocabulary contained 15,312 tokens. The model was fit with 37 topics, a value chosen by assessing topic use in a static, Bayesian nonparametric model with 500 topics (SI Appendix). Labels were given by three researchers with doctoral degrees in physics.

The JSTOR collection consists of over 2 million documents from 1894 to 2014; 28,861 covariates were coded in τ representing authorship, journal/venue, publisher, and discipline. Documents were excluded if they did not have at least one author with three or more documents or if they were classified in disciplines with a 20-y gap, representing subject instability or death (e.g., railroad science). The final sample contained 428,034 full-text articles. The vocabulary was processed similarly to APS and resulted in 20,155 tokens. A model with 53 topics was estimated, with the number of topics selected by fitting a 500-topic static model. Topics were labeled by the authors and assisted by Google Scholar. Discussion of the data, model specification, a closer inspection of the resulting topics, and the labeling process are in SI Appendix.

The Generative Model

We assume that influence is drawn from a Gaussian, the mean of which is given by a projection on \( \eta_d \):

\[
\ell_d \sim \mathcal{N}(\eta_d^T \beta, \sigma^2 1),
\]

where \( \mu \) is a \( K \times 5 \) matrix of topic-specific coefficients. We assume that \( \mu \) is drawn from a centered Gaussian of specified variance:

\[
\mu \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma^2 1).
\]

The generative process for each time slice \( t \) is as follows.

1. Draw topics \( \beta_{t+1 | t} = (\beta_t, \ell_t, z_{t+1}, \phi_t, n_{t+1}) \sim \mathcal{N}(\beta_t + \exp(-\beta_t) \sum_n w_{t,n} z_{t,n}, \sigma^2 1) \).
2. Draw coefficients \( \mu \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma^2 1) \).
3. For each document \( d \) at time \( t \):
   a. Draw \( \theta_{d,t} \sim \text{Dir}(\omega) \).
   b. For each word \( w_{d,n} \):
      i. Draw \( z_{d,n} \sim \text{Mult}(\theta_{d,t}) \).
      ii. Draw \( w_{d,n} \sim \text{Mult}(\beta_{d,n} \phi_t) \).
   c. Draw \( \ell_d \sim \mathcal{N}(\eta_d^T \beta, \sigma^2 1) \),

where \( \sigma(x) \) maps the multinomial parameters \( x \) to their mean.

Approximate Inference

The model has latent variables for words, documents, time slices, topics, and covariate coefficients. Collapsed Gibbs sampling and direct expectation maximization are precluded by nonconjugacy in the topic parameters \( (\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_T) \). Instead, the model estimates variational parameters that minimize the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence to the true posterior. Here, the topic parameters are a Gaussian chain governed by the variational parameters \( (\hat{\beta}_1, \ldots, \hat{\beta}_T) \) that describe their means. The latent variable \( \mu \) is also fit by variational estimation to the approximate \( \mu \).

The variational distribution for a document’s influence is given by the Gaussian mean and variance:

\[
q(\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_T | \ell, \theta, \mu) \beta_1, \ldots, \beta_T) \propto \prod_{k=1}^{K} q(\beta_k | \mu_k) \prod_{t=1}^{T} \left( \prod_{d=1}^{D} q(\ell_d | \ell_d^T \beta_k) q(\phi_d | \phi_k) \prod_{n=1}^{N} q(w_{d,n} | \phi_d) \right) \cdot \prod_{k=1}^{K} q(\mu_k | \mu_k^2, \sigma^2 1).
\]

The simplified objective is fit by expectation maximization. Two terms of the evidence lower bound are related to \( \ell \), which requires expectation- and
maximization-step updates that incorporate the projection in Eq. 1. We define \( X = \text{Diag}(\exp(\gamma_t - \beta_t)) (w_t \circ x_{tk}) \) and \( \Delta \sigma_{tk} = \beta_{t+1,k} - \beta_{tk} \). With \( S \) covariates, \( \gamma_t \) is an \( S \)-length vector, and \( \tau \) is an \( S \times D \) matrix coding observed covariates across \( D \). Thus, \( \mu_t \) is a \( K \times S \) matrix, the values of which will converge to an estimate of each covariate's effect on \( \ell \). The lower bound of \( \ell_t,k \) is given by

\[
L_{t,k} = \frac{1}{\sigma^2_0} \sum_{\ell} \left( X^T \Delta \sigma_{t} \ell_{t,k} - \frac{1}{2\sigma^2_0} \left( X^T X \right) \ell_{t,k} - \frac{1}{2\sigma^2_0} (\ell_{t,k} - \mu \tau \tau^T) \right)^2.
\]

This provides the E-step update for influence:

\[
\ell_{t,k} \leftarrow \frac{q_k}{\sigma^2} \left( X^T X + \frac{1}{\sigma^2} \right)^{-1} \left( X^T \Delta \sigma_{t} q_k + \mu \tau \tau^T \right).
\]

The lower bound of \( \mu \) then is given by

\[
\mu_{t,k} = \frac{1}{2\sigma^2} \sum_{\ell} \left( \ell_{t,k,\ell} - \mu \tau \tau^T \ell_{t,k,\ell} - \frac{1}{2\sigma^2} \ell_{t,k,\ell} \right)^2.
\]

This yields the M-step update for the coefficients:

\[
\mu_{t,k} \leftarrow \left( \sum_{\ell} \gamma_{t,\ell} \tau_{t,\ell}^T + \frac{1}{\sigma^2} \right)^{-1} \sum_{\ell} \gamma_{t,\ell} \ell_{t,k,\ell,\ell}.
\]

\( \mu \) is initialized by random draws from a centered, multivariate Gaussian, and its maximum likelihood estimation is done by variational expectation maximization.

**Model- Derived Metrics.** Document influence is the sum topic-proportion influence:

\[
\ell_t = \sum_{k} \theta_{t,k} \ell_{t,k}.
\]

This offers a plausible interpretation: a document's influence is proportional to how much it changes the topics from which it draws.

Whereas \( \ell_{t,k} \) is a static feature, the topic contribution of a document over time is also accessible. An estimate of document contribution to a topic \( k \) at time \( t \)′ can be computed by simulating the topic without document \( d \):

\[
\hat{\beta}_{t+1,k}^{\ell_{t,k} = 0} = \frac{\parallel \beta_{t+1,k} - (w_d \ell_{t,k}) \parallel}{\parallel \beta_{t,k} \parallel}.
\]

This provides a conservative estimate, because it overlooks topic drift. The contribution can then be measured as the divergence between the topic with and without \( d \):

\[
\text{Contribution}(d, t') = \text{KL}(\hat{\beta}_{t+1,k}^{\ell_{t,k} = 0} || \hat{\beta}_{t+1,k}^{\ell_{t,k} = \ell_{t,k}}).
\]

We define author persistence using the independent inverse document over their documents' topic mixtures and their prolificness in terms of documents and timespan. Given an author's set of documents \( A \), we define persistence as

\[
\text{Persistence}(A) = 1 - H' \left( \sum_{d \in A} q_{d|A} \right) / H'_{\ell}(A) + \Delta_t(A),
\]

where \( H' \) computes the entropy of probability distribution \( p = \sum_{d} p_{d} \log(p_{d}) \) and \( H'_{\ell}(A) \) is the maximum possible entropy for a \( K \) vector. The first term, inverse entropy over an author's total document-topic mixture is scaled up by the number of documents \( |A| \) and the number of years over which they were published, \( \Delta_t(A) \). This measure is unbounded: authors can be ever more persistent given more time and documents in the same topics.
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